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Abstract: With growing in searching capability many intelligent search engine application has been build that allow Spatial-
Textual searching and also provide distance of nearest object from the query point. In order to retrieve the top k spatial-
Textual searching result we study the two Spatial-Textual indexing method IR-Tree and ILQuad-Tree using inverted index 
and spatial index technique but seen they have issue regarding their performance and memory usage. In parallel study 
ILQuad-Tree shown good capability toward search engine mechanism but when it talk about searching through huge amount 
of geo-located data start which led to more memory usage and retrieval is not exact. We build a strategy to overcome with 
this challenge as it’s been huge Data and improve the performance for search engine by using learning technique and cluster 
based searching methodology. In this Paper we proposed a system having unsupervised learning concept for retrieve from 
different cluster and proposed system also doing distance based query search so using centroid method and inverted index. 
Latterly using K-Nearest neighboring for keyword searching that will give the exact and efficient result for the top k spatial-
Textual keyword query search on region of road network occupied with object. To prove this, the experiment has been done 
on with the realistic data and clearly demonstrate the performance of method how efficient it is. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Increasing in the curiosity of geo-positioning and 
geo-location based services, the huge amount of 
search engine has been come into extension which 
can search enormous amount of spatial-textual data 
object that are been available with the application. 
Nowadays many Photo chat application like (e.g. 
Snap chat)  has been develop by which clicking photo 
on smartphone which is integrate with GPS system 
can allow to attached spatial and text information to it 
and people can share location and memories with the 
message to their friend.  
 
Moreover social networking websites like (e.g. 
Facebook) used to connect and share their current 
location and also give information about that place 
(e.g. is at Temple or Hotel) which nowadays has 
become the modern trend in future generation. As a 
result, latterly spatial textual keyword searching 
technique is having boost toward the pervasive 
computing and also putting impact people day to life. 
The amazing fact is that spatial textual query model 
not just rely on searching of the point of interest from 
the query position, but has transformed itself and 
gone beyond the imagination of what it has been 
initially. 
 
In this paper, we will gone through the problem while 
doing the top k search of spatial textual object fig 
1.1[15] of spatial keyword search, that is given object 
set (i.e. id, name, latitude, longitude, address, 
description) for the query keyword , here the  aim is 
to retrieve the closet point along with relevant text 
information. 

 
Fig 1.1 spatial textual searching 

 
Here in the given fig1.1 of spatial textual searching 
which require some query point in space and along 
with that the information been share. Some q is the 
query point and s is the range which the user want the 
point of interest. Here t1 and t2 are the keyword 
supposed to be “bar” & “café” respectively. 
According to the scenario of example the user is 
searching for bar & café nearer to his query position 
while application find the point relevant to the query 
but following the spatial and keyword constraint  p3 
and p1 satisfied the situation. But any how p3 is 
closet point that having both keyword so the k is 
having 1 value for searching as p1 is little about out 
of range. So this above example shows the searching 
scenario of spatial textual query keyword for top k 
result. But here all things goes wrong when we have 
road network even if the point are near and also fulfil 
the both constraint. 
Problem defining:Top k result of spatial textual 
keyword query search on road [1], provide the 
motivation to combine inverted index with spatial 
indexing technique IR-Tree so that the performance 
issue can be resolve. Comparatively ILQuad-Tree[7] 
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using same tactics having efficient k search result for 
spatial-keyword query also join to boost the searching 
mechanism anonymously it can also be used to 
retrieve data follow road network with all challenges 
regarding it performance. However enormous number 
of data has been gather and number of category 
search keyword like (e.g. hotel, clinic, and mall) 
grows so have to manage data in form of 
categorization to avoid bottle neck condition. 
Keyword document should mine properly as in [14] 
[13], search engine should be intelligently used 
machine learning concept to prune the spatial textual 
keyword query efficiently. Problem Statement 
define in this way search for given {object set} based 
on spatial data or location from user query follow by 
road network. 

 
II. RELATED WORK EXPERINCE 
 
IR-Tree: The IR-tree index technique In [3], [4], the 
structure is created to provide support environment 
for spatial textual query search, which is similar to 
the IR2-tree method.it used inverted file information 
at every node of IR-Tree, Then optimize technique is 
applied to resolve the retrieval information as 
performance increase by having the tree Structure. 
The usual method that remove stop word from the 
document and map the meaningful keyword and 
reduce it into one linked list  file that information of 
keyword like number of occurrence and frequency, 
weight are  link with document. Now for each text 
word t, assign with geo-spatial point which is having 
the MBR structure tree with the node, and the fact is 
the number of keyword are usual few in number and 
technique allow keyword search only if  a few lists of 
keyword need to be acting and the target objects been 
identified by converge the lists. 
A Quad-Tree is standard tree which having properly 
structure design technique and having a space 
partitioning  of tree data structure which is in d- 
dimensional space and it is been subdivided itself into 
2d regions recursively. Quad-Trees split are in form 
of the order SW (southwest), SE (southeast), NW 
(northwest) and NE (northeast), which is respectively 
00, 01, 10 and 11. According to the index quad- tree 
we can predict the point a leaf node is black then it is 
not empty and white leaf node that means empty. 
While author [7] state that the Quad-Tree structure 
combine with the inverted index and build new 
hybrid index ILQuad-tree which is having capability 
to kept log information of space partition based 
signature of the objects, as level of a node in the 
ILQuad-Tree is available. However, for searching 
spatial query point it has to traverse through from the 
root node to the end of the leaf node where the query 
point and the keyword information saved so it might 
losing the game where.   
ILQuad-Tree:In author in [14], used ILQuadtree for 
Spatial-textual data retrieval on the road network, for 
the spatial query Range used the haversine formula 

which is using latitude and longitude to convert it into 
the distance. After that haversine formula used the 
radius formula and create the geo-fence of circle of 
specified range given by the searcher. However, it 
search engine made up to search for the huge amount 
of spatial point follows through the road network any 
how create challenge for efficient performing for the 
query keyword. As data being unknown it search 
engine been using unsupervised learning technique 
used under support vector machine, the aim is to 
achieve exact top k result for category keyword 
search with the range of query point. The data grows 
use of confusion matrix i.e. false positive, false 
negative condition have been arise so data should be 
intelligent be design and manage according to the 
category. Since managing the automated generated 
data is an issue and resolve it have to make cluster 
data according to keyword category(i.e. hotel, 
hospital and temple) and search engine capability to 
fire group query and compound query is also been 
challenge face by system. 
Centroid method: Since using the Clustering of 
Datasets which is using Centroid Based Method in 
[13], centroid method that is used to find out the 
appropriate cluster centroid and pruning the most 
relevant data from the large cluster data. This concept 
can overcome the problem face by using ILQuad-
Tree, no need to manage the signature file at 
particular node and query keyword top k searching 
will also have efficient result compare to it. In this 
Paper will come with new model that can have 
dynamic generate data and used range mechanism 
haversine formula so user search can be moderate, 
and by this centroid method it will merge nearest 
cluster and create dynamic cluster with relevant data 
exploit the large cluster tree. Beside after doing 
inverted index of document in the cluster will 
perform the KNN algorithm to find the exact object 
set form the cluster and show the ranked top k result 
nearest to query point. 
 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM METHODOLOGY 
 
Basically the proposed system is made up to resolve 
the problem faced during the evaluating of the 
problem definition as follows: 

1. Manage auto generate data occur 
dynamically. 

2. Efficient top k search result of different type 
of query. 

3. Performance issue during fetching the data 
during searching for query keyword. 

For dynamically generate spatial-textual data are 
store in cluster in the proposed system, as cluster 
concept for storing different category of data proved 
to be more efficient so data processing time will be 
manage. As comparative analysis suggest that if huge 
amount of spatial textual information which is 
unstructured are manage in categorize clustering far 
better than the ILQuad-tree node level storage and 
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maintain it information. Here dealing with the cluster 
storage so it require mine it, as the data is not by 
classified in 0 and 1 pattern because proved to have 
the similar content. We prefer machine to use the 
unsupervised learning as the information is not be 
classified well and each and every point is known to 
be important if it want to process efficient output.  

 
Figure 1.2 Centroid clustering method shown 

 
Here managing through clustering using the 
hierarchal clustering algorithm which is having two 
method: 

1. Agglomerative clustering: - which is bottom 
up approach which Combine two existing 
cluster into a new cluster. Also called  
dendrogram 

2. Divisive: - Divide an existing cluster into 
two new clusters. 

Hierarchal Agglomerative clustering have many 
method single link, complete link, centroid cluster as 
follows. But here centroid method fitted well, reason 
behind is that our cluster deal with the numeric data 
latitude and longitude which can easily transformed 
into the distance vector by using the haversine 
formulas stated early so it can manage to get the 
centroid point from the every cluster.  Centroid 
method shown in figure 1.2 and figure 1.3 how the 
cluster been merge and generate the dendrogram of it. 

 
Figure 1.3 Dendrogram generated 

 
In the Proposed system the centroid method shown a 
good impact toward managing the cluster, also it far 
capability to merge the nearest cluster in new cluster 
also reduce the burden. First step as user search for 
the spatial textual keyword query on road network the 
system engine start analysis the spatial information 
which is latitude and longitude from it and according 

to that co-ordinate it will defined the number of road 
information cluster which reside into the range of 
spatial constraint. 
 As second part it having Euclidean vector that first 
find the centroid point in every individual cluster, 
after specifying each centroid of the cluster it will 
check for the nearest neighbor cluster to merge into 
the local minimum. Step by step following distance 
formula and storing index the information of 
particular cluster it will end up with nearest merge 
cluster and single cluster which reside into the user 
range and it made the dendrogram of new dynamic 
cluster and exploit cluster which are not usable. 
Here the centroid clustering step and formula been 
shown as reference from [13] 

1. Initially D = [Dij] matrix, D(0) 
2. Here have to calculate the centroid vectors 

E{k}= [ej] with D(k) 

푒 =    

 
3. Updating D(k) , D(k+1) 

 

dij= 
( )

 

 

4. If 퐷( ) −퐷( ) <  then STOP; 
otherwise return to step  

푑  Is the degree of membership of 푥  in the cluster j, 
푥  is the 푖  of d- dimensional measured data, 푒  and 
is the d-dimension centre of the cluster. ||*|| is any 
norm expressing the similarity between any measured 
data and the center. Where m is any real number 
greater than 1. The set iteration been going for the 
optimize object of function by 푑   and centre 푒  
cluster. This iteration will end when 퐷( ) −
퐷( )‖<  where it’s termination between 0 and 1, 
and would be k are the iteration steps. 
Now the Third part is working parallel with the 
system is inverted index of document in the cluster 
and it will map the keyword from document d and 
reduce it into the index of information. Latterly it will 
used the K-nearest neighbor algorithm to retrieve the 
exact search keyword from the query and so the data 
in the proper spatial ranking. 
K-nearest neighbor algorithm are taken from the 
reference [16] 
Training – K-nearest neighbor (C, T) 

1. T’ ← PREPROCESS ( D) 
2. k ← SELECT – K (C,T’) 
3. return T’ , k 

Applying – K-nearest neighbor (C, T’, k, t) 
1. Sk  ← Compute Nearest Neighbour (T’ , k , t) 
2. for each cj   C 
3. do pbj ← | Sk  ci| / k 
4. return arg max j  pb j 
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Here c is a category in which it has to classified a 
1<k<N number can take into cluster. Each test 
document could be classified into the largest class of 
its content. Generate to classification using priori 
probabilities P (Cj). Estimate Pr [cj|t] as N (Sk  ci)/k 
and classified to the majority class of Sk members. 
Here in the given figure 1.4 of centroid clustering and 
K-nearest neighbor working brought the impact on 
searching result.  

 
Figure 1.4 centroid clustering working on Road Network 

 
While the exact search issue been resolve for search 
spatial textual query like restaurant & bar search in 
search engine on the road network and complexity of 
the centroid method is O (N) so it performance issue 
can be sorted out. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENT EVALUTION 
 
Experiment Evaluation: The Three Approach based 
on the experiment which return top k result on road 
for object been query has been discuss above, so to 
make it more practical we have taken a set of data as 
follows: 
DR= {id, name, latitude, longitude, address, 
description, email} 
Here in the set of data id stand for the identity of 
object according to the category and also have the 
information of the road it been attached and DR is 
document with road id. However searching is refer by 
the latitude and longitude information keyword 
information. For doing the experiment more 
precisely, we have taken the realistic data from the 
following the street information and structurally 
design cluster so even though the data been enter 
automatically it will manage according to the spatial 
information. 
The experiment have been perform using processor 
core i5, 1TB memory, 4 GB RAM and programming 
is done using java while the working in file system.  
In given figure 1.5 discuss the experiment being 
perform using the spatial textual query and the top k 
result are been accurate as been search. Here black 
point is your location and red marker are searching 
point by the system. 

 
Figure 1.5 short of experiment performed by two query 

keyword 
 
According to the behavior of the query we have the 
different response time from the given experiment, 
while our system is intelligent enough that work 
accurate as compare to other system discuss 
previously. As ILQuad-tree Time complexity is  
(nlog 푛) so it is lacking behind in terms of response 
time as compare to our proposed system. 

 
 
Figure 1.6(a) performance for single query keyword 
Here is the performance of the system when the 
single query q is passed during the experiment are 
shown in figure 1.6(a) which is varying with query 
fire and it response time which is in seconds(s). 
Analysis suggest there is millisecond of differ and 
this IR reading is taken from the reference [7]. 

 
 

Figure 1.6(b) Group query search response time. 
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Figure 1.6(c) compound query response time. 

 
For the top k retrieval of information the figure1.6 (b) 
&(c) show the various result of proposed system and 
the comparative study and analysis for two other 
system methodology as suggest when the system 
processing the complex query what are the impact 
and result of it.  The query keyword searching for the 
group of hotel, hospital and temple in the specific 
range define by the user and for that the comparative 
result has been generate in the graph. While analysis 
the statics the proposed system perform accurate and 
performance issue is more often comparing another 
system as it time complexity benefits.    
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The challenges are to be resolve for the top k spatial 
textual query search on the road network as it has 
play important role in the wide application of search 
engine. In this paper, we propose a novel method for 
storage of spatial textual information and indexing of 
document. A developed and implement efficient 
algorithm that support the research for the top k 
search of spatial textual keyword query which is been 
plotted on the road network. The comprehensive 
experiments convincingly demonstrate the efficient 
result of proposed techniques. 
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